
WORK STOOLS AND WORK CHAIRS FOR SURGERY, CLINICS AND LABORATORIES.
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MEDICAL WORK STOOLS AND CHAIRS – MADE TO MEASURE.

The variety of the GREINER work stools programme is as versatile as the working life in the medical field. Well known for 
their „Made in Germany“ experience, the stools have been supporting the work of medical professionals 24/7 around the 
world for years. The range of applications extends from examination and treatment up to the operating room. Both because 
of their strengths in anatomy, ergonomics, and functionality and because of accommodating GREINER medical chairs for 
specialist applications. In other words: day after day, GREINER helps to make the everyday work of healthcare better, easier, 
and healthier. Good seating in the best quality which facilitates processes while strengthening the back.

WE DESIGN QUALITY.

With innovative features, GREINER has always managed to 
show that there is a difference in work stools. This includes 
the fulfilment of hygienic and technical requirements for treat-
ment as well as the varied selection of heights for sitting and 
upholstery, height adjustment with a 360° manual ring or foot 
release of the gas spring as well as the choice of base part 
and castors. Work stools and chairs of high-class quality that 
retain a long working life are produced at the in-house facili-
ties including a foaming and sewing department. The cover in 
premium material is extremely comfortable, which noticeably 
improves the sitting comfort. Of course, all work stools meet 
the clinical requirements for stability, safety and hygiene, 
while sustainability in production and permanent spare parts 
supply are guaranteed.

Medical work stools and work chairs. 

 A wide selection of models with hand or foot release, fixed or mobile
version, with swivelling and height-adjustable backrest

 Great comfort and fulfilment of requirements for sterility through
innovative height adjustment: ergonomic ring release by hand or a
ring-shaped base plate that can be released by foot

 Three different sitting heights to fit body size, seat cushions with
a diameter of 36 cm or 40 cm and an angled anatomically-shaped
seat edge included

 Models with a full-foam seat and backrest for special hygiene requirements

 Safety castors keep the work stool in position when it is not being moved

 Choice of cover materials compact and premium: see colour pattern card
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A DESIGN TO VITALISE YOUR POSITION.

Sit like a pro so you can work like a pro. Anatomy, ergonomics and functionality characterise the product design of GREINER's 
work stools and chairs. Modern sitting comfort not only stands for comfortable upholstery and backrests or smooth-running 
castors – every functional detail also contributes to an active and ergonomic sitting position.

Safety castors 
Smooth-running castors with stop 
function when the load changes

"Black" conductive cover, EL 11

Electrically conductive 
safety castors, EL 11

Surgery-compliant equipment 
EL 11 with electrical conductivity

Versatile work stool that suits every treatment chair

Fatigue-free operation thanks to 
support for arms or torso

Foot release with foot ring Stainless steel round plate

VARIETY IS KEY - THE BASE PARTS.

This is what free choice looks like: The base parts of the GREINER work stools and chairs are characterised by their 
glossy design, quality and seating comfort. Otherwise, they are rather versatile and tailored to your needs. The foot release 
developed by GREINER, for example, offers high clinical added value wherever sterile or contaminated gloves are used. 
Triggered by the round pedal plate attached above the 5-star base, it can be operated "hands-free" all around. All work stools 
have safety castors, on request as an electrically conductive version.

5-star base with slidersManual ring release, 5-star base Manual ring release, foot ring Central arrestFoot release with foot ring

Doubtful if anyone will then say "All stools are the same." 
Let's take a close look at the GREINER work stools' design 
– from bottom to top: safety castors with/without central 
locking or sliders? Short, medium or long gas springs for 
different sitting positions? Height adjustment with manual 
ring release or "hands-free" by foot? Sitting cushion, pad-
ded and sewn by hand – round or anatomically shaped, 
cover with compact or premium fabric, or a full foam seat – 
super soft, with a hygienic, breathable surface? In addition, 
the backrest, whether small or large, swivelling as a back/
armrest in the shape of a crescent moon, or completely 
without it? And finally the question of electrical conduc-
tivity of the cover, column and castors that is suitable for 
surgery? Any other questions? Time to have a look at the 
details.

Base parts according 
to choice
5-star base made of 
polished aluminum; 
for options see below

360° manual ring release 
Height adjustment all around 
from any sitting position

Chromed column 
High-quality and 
durable surfaces

Tailored sitting height 
Column options with 
different heights can be 
selected

Perfect matching 
base parts 
Chromed foot ring here, 
see below for other options

Anatomical sitting cushion 
Perfect ergonomics for 
examination and treatment

Crescent-shaped backrest 
Combined back/armrest, 
swivelling and height adjustable

Manual release 
Height adjustment with 
chrome-plated handle for smooth 
and precise movement

Sitting cushion Ø 36 or 40 cm 
Cover in compact or premium 
fabrics

Large backrest from the rearLarge backrest front face
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FULL FOAM – PUR(E) ADDED VALUE.

Being innovative means always re-evaluating products and 
their benefits against the backdrop of changing requirements 
or the development of advanced technologies and materials. 
And if a pioneering generation of materials proves to be ready 
for the market, they can also be implemented in new products. 
With the new PUR integral (full) foam, a material from the 
group of polyurethanes for sitting cushions and backrests is 
now available for medical use, which in addition to a soft 
and breathable core has an increasingly firmer texture towards 
the outside.

Full foam seats guarantee a high level of sitting comfort, a 
pleasant feeling on the surface, are robust in handling 
and free of seams – making them very easy to clean and 
disinfect. The material is light and facilitates "dynamic" 
sitting where you can actively change your position. Easy-
care and washable, PUR is characterised by its durability 
against many types of cleaning agents and disinfectants.

Breathable cushionModern design with high 
functionality

Crescent-shaped full foam 
backrest

NexGen design and manual 
ring release

Pure sitting comfort
The seat with 85 mm thick PUR full foam is pleasantly 
soft, free of seams and feels particularly good when you 
have to sit on it for hours.

Pure dynamic back 
The crescent-shaped fixed backrest offers you a 
secure hold and can also be used as an armrest.

Pure ease
This work stool with foot release is made from special integral foam. 
It is pleasantly light. Its air ventilating texture guarantees a pleasant 
feeling when seated.

Pure innovation 
Full foam guarantees a non-slip hold thanks to closed, shock 
and waterproof surfaces. In addition, it is characterised by its 
durability against many types of cleaning agents.
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workstools.

WORK STOOLS AND WORK CHAIRS FOR ERGONOMIC SEATING.

Ergonomic sitting comfort that will convince you: the wide range of work stools and chairs with or without backrest boosts 
your performance when examining and treating patients. GREINER offers you a product range that is processed at the highest 
quality, which you can select and adapt perfectly with a variety of practical features according to your requirements. In terms 
of shape and colour, you will definitely find the option that will best fit your environment. In addition, all upholstery fabrics are 
biocompatible, heat-resistant, disinfectant-resistant, urine and blood-resistant, scratch-resistant, dirt-resistant and durable. The 
fabric EL 11 „Black“ that is suitable for surgeries is made of carbon fibre material and is therefore electrically conductive.

WORK STOOL 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 3009105
Chromed foot ring, sitting cushion 
Ø 36 cm, cover in compact 
„Citron“ C500, 360° manual ring 
release, safety castors.

WORK STOOL 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 3008305
5-star base polished, sitting cushion 
Ø 36 cm, cover in compact 
„Petrol“ C435, 360° manual ring 
release, safety castors.

WORK CHAIR 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 4185105 PREMIUM AS
Chromed foot ring, swivelling 
crescent-shaped backrest height 
adjustable, anatomically shaped seat 
edge Ø 40 cm, cover in premium 
„Navy“ + „Aqua“ P710/700, manual 
height adjustment, safety castors.

WORK CHAIR 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 4019105
Chromed foot ring, full foam sitting 
cushion and crescent-shaped 
backrest, „Black“, 360° manual ring 
release, safety castors.

WORK STOOL 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 4109105
Chromed foot ring, anatomically 
shaped seat edge Ø 40 cm, cover in 
compact „Cyan“ C422, 360° 
manual ring release, safety castors.

WORK STOOL 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 4108305 RG 01 PREMIUM HO
5-star base polished with 
sliders, sitting cushion Ø 40 cm, 
cover in premium „Aqua“ P700, 
360° manual ring release.

WORK STOOL 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 3008305
5-star base polished, sitting cushion 
Ø 36 cm, cover in compact 
„Mint“ C450, 360° manual ring 
release, safety castors.

WORK STOOL 51 - 71 cm.
Item code 4105305 EL 11
Foot release, sitting cushion 
Ø 40 cm, cover „Black“ EL 11, gas 
spring column and safety castors 
overall electrically conductive.

WORK STOOL 40 - 52 cm.
Item code 4108105 PREMIUM HO
5-star base polished, sitting cushion 
Ø 40 cm, cover in premium 
„Aqua“ P700, 360° manual ring 
release, safety castors.

WORK STOOL 46 - 58 cm.
Item code 3008205 CENTRAL
5-star base polished with central 
arrest, sitting cushion Ø 36 cm, 
cover in compact „Orange“ C530, 
360° manual ring release.

WORK CHAIR 40 - 52 cm.
Item code 3018105
5-star base polished, small backrest 
height adjustable, sitting cushion 
Ø 36 cm, cover in compact „Stone“ 
C214, 360° manual ring release, 
safety castors.

WORK CHAIR 51 - 71 cm.
Item code 4015305
Foot release, full foam sitting 
cushion and crescent-shaped back-
rest, „Black“, safety castors.

WORK CHAIR 51 - 71 cm.
Item code 4155305
Foot release, backrest height 
adjustable, sitting cushion Ø 40 cm, 
cover in compact „Atoll“ C706, 
safety castors.

WORK CHAIR 51 - 71 cm.
Item code 4185305 EL 11
Foot release, swivelling crescent-
shaped backrest height adjustable, 
anatomically shaped seat edge 
Ø 40 cm, cover „Black“ EL 11, gas 
spring column and safety castors 
overall electrically conductive.

OFFICE CHAIR 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 3054600 PREMIUM BS
5-star base polished, backrest 
adjustable in height and depth with 
dumping function, without armrest, 
cover in premium „Navy“ P710, 
safety castors.

OFFICE CHAIR 54 - 73 cm.
Item code 3054600
5-star base polished, backrest 
adjustable in height and depth with 
dumping function, without armrest, 
cover in compact „Mint“ C450, 
safety castors.
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Colours and fabrics 
GREINER'S cover material is available in two options: 
"compact", which is characterised by comfort and 
plenty of options in 20 colours, as well as "premium", 
the innovative line that sets new standards with its 
super soft and, at the same time, far more durable 
surface in 12 colours.

Let us offer you some inspiration: Here is a small selection from the GREINER work stools and chairs' product range. 
Stools without backrest, chairs with backrest in different designs. Height adjustment by hand or foot. Base parts 
and sitting heights of your choice. Upholstery materials in a wide variety of colours with compact or premium fabric. 
Or EL 11 equipment that is suitable for surgeries with electrically conductive components. The choice is yours.
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Dimensions and technical data

 seat width & depth   Ø 36 – 40 cm

 sitting height    40 – 73 cm

 sitting height with foot release   43 – 71 cm

 full foam padding thickness   8,5 cm

 upholstered padding thickness   7,5 cm

 maximum load   150 kg

 weight    7 – 16 kg

 maximum width   67 cm

 castor diameter   50 mm

WORK STOOLS 

		 	 	 	 Item code
WORK STOOL WITH MANUAL RING RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 36 CM

 work stool 40-52 cm    3008105*
 
 work stool 46-58 cm    3008205*
 
 work stool 54-73 cm    3008305*
 
 work stool 46-58 cm with foot ring    3009005
 
 work stool 54-73 cm with foot ring    3009105
 
WORK CHAIR WITH SMALL BACKREST HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE, MANUAL RING RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 36 CM 
 
 work chair 40-52 cm    3018105*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm    3018205*
 
 work chair 54-73 cm    3018305*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm with foot ring    3019005
 
 work chair 54-73 cm with foot ring    3019105
 
WORK STOOL WITH MANUAL RING RELEASE, FULL FOAM SEAT Ø 36 CM 
 
 work stool 40-52 cm    4008105*
 
 work stool 46-58 cm    4008205*
 
 work stool 54-73 cm    4008305*
 
 work stool 46-58 cm with foot ring    4009005
 
 work stool 54-73 cm with foot ring    4009105
 
WORK STOOL WITH MANUAL RING RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 40 CM 
 
 work stool 40-52 cm    4108105*
 
 work stool 46-58 cm    4108205*
 
 work stool 54-73 cm    4108305*
 
 work stool 46-58 cm with foot ring    4109005
 
 work stool 54-73 cm with foot ring    4109105
 
WORK CHAIR WITH BACKREST HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE, MANUAL RING RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 40 CM  
 
 work chair 40-52 cm    3028105*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm    3028205*
 
 work chair 54-73 cm    3028305*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm with foot ring    3029005
 
 work chair 54-73 cm with foot ring    3029105

WORK STOOL WITH MANUAL RING RELEASE, ANATOMICALLY SHAPED SEAT Ø 40 CM

 work stool 40-52 cm    4128105*

 work stool 46-58 cm    4128205*
 
 work stool 54-73 cm    4128305*
 
 work stool 46-58 cm with foot ring    4129005
 
 work stool 54-73 cm with foot ring    4129105

WORK CHAIR WITH CRESCENT-SHAPED BACKREST ADJUSTABLE, MANUAL RING RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 40 CM  
 
 work chair 40-52 cm    4154105*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm    4154205*
 
 work chair 54-73 cm    4154305*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm with foot ring    4155005
 
 work chair 54-73 cm with foot ring     4155105

WORK STOOLS 

		 	 	 	 Item code
WORK CHAIR WITH CRESCENT-SHAPED BACKREST ADJUSTABLE, MANUAL RING RELEASE, ANATOMICALLY SHAPED SEAT Ø 40 CM 
 
 work chair 40-52 cm    4184105*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm    4184205*
 
 work chair 54-73 cm    4184305*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm with foot ring    4185005
 
 work chair 54-73 cm with foot ring    4185105

WORK CHAIR WITH MANUAL RING RELEASE, FULL FOAM SEAT Ø 36 CM AND CRESCENT-SHAPED BACKREST 
 
 work chair 40-52 cm    4018105*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm    4018205*
 
 work chair 54-73 cm    4018305*
 
 work chair 46-58 cm with foot ring    4019005
 
 work chair 54-73 cm with foot ring    4019105

WORK STOOL WITH FOOT RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 40 CM 
 
 work stool 43-56 cm    4105205
 
 work stool 51-71 cm    4105305

WORK STOOL WITH FOOT RELEASE, FULL FOAM SEAT Ø 36 CM 
 
 work stool 43-56 cm    4005205
 
 work stool 51-71 cm    4005305

WORK CHAIR WITH BACKREST HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE, FOOT RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 40 CM
 
 work chair 43-56 cm    3045205
 
 work chair 51-71 cm    3045305

WORK CHAIR WITH CRESCENT-SHAPED BACKREST ADJUSTABLE, FOOT RELEASE, UPHOLSTERY Ø 40 CM
 
 work chair 43-56 cm    4155205
 
 work chair 51-71 cm    4155305

WORK STOOL WITH FOOT RELEASE, ANATOMICALLY SHAPED SEAT Ø 40 CM 
 
 work stool 43-56 cm    4125205
 
 work stool 51-71 cm    4125305

WORK CHAIR WITH CRESCENT-SHAPED BACKREST ADJUSTABLE, FOOT RELEASE, ANATOMICALLY SHAPED SEAT Ø 40 CM
 
 work chair 43-56 cm    4185205
 
 work chair 51-71 cm    4185305

WORK CHAIR WITH FOOT RELEASE, FULL FOAM SEAT Ø 36 CM AND CRESCENT-SHAPED BACKREST 
 
 work chair 43-56 cm    4015205
 
 work chair 51-71 cm    4015305

OFFICE CHAIR FOR CLINICS AND LABS, BACKREST HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 
 
 office chair without armrest 42-54cm    3054400*
 
 office chair without armrest 46-58cm    3054500*

 office chair without armrest 54-73cm    3054600*

WORK STOOLS – accessories 

 work stool in premium material  PREMIUM HO
 
 work chair in premium material  PREMIUM AS
 
 office chair in premium material  PREMIUM BS
 
 Electrically conductive covers (black) 
 for work stools and chairs  EL 11
	EL 11 – electrically conductive cover black
  – stainless steel round plate
  – plastic covered gas spring column black
  – electrically conductive safety castors
 
 stainless steel round plate   RONDE
 
 slider instead of castors  RG 01
 
 central arrest     CENTRAL*

* Central arrest available.

AT A GLANCE.

An overview of Greiner work stools and chairs: Choose what 
you like from sitting cushions, backrests and a large range 
of sitting heights. The hand or foot release is also a criterion, 
as is the foot ring. All work stools have a highly polished 
aluminium 5-star base, a chrome-plated column and safety 
castors that keep the chair in position at standstill. Electrically 
conductive versions are also available for almost all models.
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Agreeably health-promoting seating has motivated 
us since 1922. For decades we have been making 
high-quality, technically sophisticated couches with- 
in the medbest range. Our innovative devices for ex-
amination, dialysis, oncology, blood sampling, care 
and transport are all made in Germany. Our quality 
commitment is verified by an independently audi-
ted quality assurance system: GREINER is certified 
under DIN EN ISO 9001 and 13485.

Test mark for
quality management system


